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LIFTINGS OF 1-FORMS TO SOME NON 
PRODUCT PRESERVING BUNDLES 
MlROSLAV DOUPOVEC AND JAN KUREK 
ABSTRACT. The work is devoted to the question how to construct geometrically a 1-
form on some non product preserving bundles by means of a 1-form on an original 
manifold M. First we will deal with liftings of 1-forms to higher order cotangent 
bundles. Then we will be concerned with liftings of 1-forms to the bundles which arise 
as a composition of the cotangent bundle with the tangent or cotangent bundle. 
KEYWORDS. Higher order cotangent bundle, natural operator, lifting 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to study geometrical constructions of 1-forms on some 
non product preserving bundles by means of 1-forms on an original manifold M. 
Roughly speaking, the word geometrical means that the constructions in question can 
be defined independently of coordinate changes. Using a more general point of view, 
geometrical constructions are in fact natural differential operators of certain type, 
cf. [4]. If F is an arbitrary natural bundle, then the natural operators transforming 
1-forms on a manifolf M into 1-forms on FM will be denoted by T* *** T*F. In 
other words, natural operators of such a type are sometimes called liftings. 
By the general theory, every product preserving bundle F can be expressed as a 
Weil bundle TA corresponding to certain Weil algebra A, [4]. Mikulski has in [8] 
determined all natural operators T* *+* T*TA for every Weil bundle TA. If F does 
not preserve products, then we have no general description of all natural operators 
T* -v* T*F. The simplest example of a non product preserving bundle is the classical 
cotangent bundle T*. In [2] we have studied liftings of various kinds of tensor fields 
to the cotangent bundle and we have classified here all natural operators T* ~* T*T* 
transforming 1-forms to the cotangent bundle. In particular, we have proved that 
the pull-back and the classical Liouville 1-form are the only 1-forms on T*M which 
can be geometrically constructed from a 1-form on M. Further, Mikulski has in [7] 
studied linear natural operators transforming 1-forms to the higher order tangent 
bundle T<r> which is defined by T^M = {Tr*M)*y T
r*M = Jr(M,R)0. This paper 
is devoted to liftings of 1-forms to the higher order cotangent bundle Tr* and also to 
the bundles T*T, TT* and T*T*, where T is the tangent bundle. Except classification 
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theorems we will also study some related geometrical questions. Using such a point 
of view, this paper is a continuation of [2]. 
All manifolds and maps are assumed to be infinitely differentiate. 
2. LIFTINGS OF 1-FORMS TO HIGHER ORDER COTANGENT BUNDLES 
The r-th order cotangent bundle is defined as the space Tr*M = Jr(M, R)o of all r-
jets of smooth functions ip : M -+ R with the target 0 G R. Every local diffeomorphism 
/ : M -> 1V is then extended into a vector bundle morphism Tr*f : Tr*M -» Tr*N 
defined by j^tp H-> j^,x\(<p o /
_ 1 ) , where f~l is constructed locally. Obviously, Tr* 
does not preserve products and for r = 1 we obtain the classical cotangent bundle T*. 
The aim of this section is to study how an arbitrary 1-form on M can induce a 1-form 
on Tr*M, i.e. to study natural operators T* ~> T*Tr*. Denote by (xl,«»,..., Uilmm.ir) 
the canonical coordinates on Tr*M and by Gm the group of all invertible r-jets from 
Rm into Rm with the source and the target zero. Then the coordinates on Gm will 
be denoted by (oj,ojfc,... ,a>)x...jr), while the coordinates of an inverse element will 
be denoted by a tilde. 
Let u = iOidx1 be an arbitrary 1-form on M and denote by n*u its pull-back to 
Tr*M with respect to the vector bundle projection - : Tr*M -» M. Moreover, we 
have a canonical projection 7rr: T
r*M -> T*M, so that the classical Liouville 1-form 
\M = Uidx
% on T*M induces the 1-form TT*\M on Tr*M. Now we prove 
Proposition 1. All natural operators T* ~» x*Tr* transforming l-forms on M into 
1-forms on Tr*M are of the form 
(1) W l-> CiTT*U + C27T*AjVf 
with any c\,C2 € R. 
Proof. The proof is based on the canonical equivalence between natural operators 
in question and equivariant maps between corresponding standard fibres, [4]. Using 
such a point of view, r-th order natural operators T* -~* T*Tr* are in a bijection with 
the Gr^"1-equivariant maps 
(2) ( j r r )0R
m © (Tr*)0R
m -> (rr r*)0R
m . 
The canonical coordinates on the standard fibre (JrT*)0R
m will be denoted by 
(ui, Uij,..., WJJ....J-J and the coordinates on (Tr*)oRm are (ui, Uij,..., u^..,^). More-
over, the coordinate expression 
fl = ondxi + Fdm + r3ijduij + • • • + Pil"irduh...ir 
of a 1-form on Tr*M defines the coordinates (ai, P
%, ft*,..., /J»-••••»•) 0n the standard 
fibre (T*rr*)0R
m. In this way the coordinate form of (2) is 
^ = Oii(u)i,U)ij, . . - , WIJ-....J,., «•» U y , • • • , U<i...tP)l 
ft = F{u>i,U>ij, . . M^i,j1...jr, Ui, Uij, . . . , Uii...ir), 
pii...ir = /3
ii-ir(ui,uij,...,a;i|il...ir^i,uij,... ,uh.„ir). 
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By the homotheties 5j = k<$j we have 
kai = ai(kui, k2Uij,..., kr+1uitjl..,jr,kui, k
2u{j,..., k
ruh.,Ar), 




J_£u...i. = ph...ir(kwu fa.^ .. ^k
r+ lu i y j l„. j r,km,k
2
Ui j,...,k
ruh... i r). 
Multiplying both sides of /?*-•••*• by ks and then setting k -> 0 we obtain @%l-'• = 0 
for all 5 = 1, . . . , r. Moreover, by the theorem on homogeneous functions from [4] we 
have that cti are linear in Ui and in tt» and independent of all remaining coordinates. 
Up till now, we have deduced 
<*i = CiWi -I- c2u{, & = 0, . . . , /P
1-*' = 0 
which is the coordinate form of (1). Next, one evaluates easily the following trans-
formation laws: Ui = a\uj and Ui = a\u)j. Moreover, since all j3's = 0, then the 
transformation law of en can be expressed in the simple form Hi = alctj. Then the 
full equivariance of ai reads that c\ and c2 are arbitrary real numbers. We have 
also proved that all r-th order natural operators are reduced to the zero order ones. 
Finally, by the consequences of the Peetre theorem, [4], every natural operator in 
question has a finite order. • 
Remark 1. We remark that W. Mikulski has in [6] classified all natural operators 
transforming vector fields to the r-th order cotangent bundle. Moreover, we have 
in [3] also determined all natural operators transforming (0,2)-tensor fields to this 
bundle and we have discussed here some related geometrical questions. 
3. LIFTINGS OF 1-FORMS TO THE COTANGENT BUNDLE OF A TANGENT BUNDLE 
First we will be concerned with the question how a 1-form on a smooth manifold M 
can induce a 1-form on T*TM. Denote by (xx,y% = dx%,pidx% + qidy%) the canonical 
coordinates on T*TM. If qM : T*M -> M is the bundle projection, then OTM -
T*TM -> TM. Moreover, denoting by PM : TM -> M the tangent bundle projection 
and SM • TT*M -> T*TM the canonical isomorphism of Tulczyjev and Modugno and 
Stefani, [4], then the composition VT+M •= PT*M ° s^} • T*TM —¥ T*M is given by 
(x%,y%,pi,qi) »-> (x%,qi). If A G T*TM, then the contraction Ji := (#rAf(-4), VT*M(A)) 
defines an invariant function on T*TM, in coordinates 
(3) /i = fty*. 
Quite analogously, the contraction with a 1-form u = u>idx% defines another function 
(4) I2=UiV
i. 
Then the exterior differentials 
(5) fti := dh = q%dy% + yxdqi 
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a n d 
(6) H 2 : = dI2 = Uidy
1 + Uitjy
tdxj 
are 1-forms on T*TM. The well-known canonical involution KM : TTM -» TTM of 
the iterated tangent bundle defines an analogous mapping 
ITT-TM := TsM o /*r*M o T ^
1 ) : TT*TM -> TT*TM, 
LTT*TM(X\y\Puft. dx%,dy\dp^ dqi) = (a?*,dx\pi,ft,y\dy\dpiydq{). Considering a 
1-form on T*TM as a linear mapping TT*TM -> R, we can define another 1-form 
on T*TM by 
(7) fi3 := ft2 o ITT*TM = w»G.y + u)ifjy
jdxl. 
Moreover, let AM = q^dx1 be the canonical Liouville 1-form on T*M and let XTM = 
Pidx% + ftdy* be Liouville 1-form on T*TM. Then we define 
(8) fl4 := A r M - dh = pidx* - y
ldq{. 
Finally, we will denote by il$ = Uidxx and ft6 = ftcfo* the 1-forms on T*TM which 
are defined by the pull-back of u and AM, respectively. Now we prove 
Proposition 2. Let dimM > 2. Then all natural operators T* ~» T*(T*T) trans­
forming 1-forms on M into 1-forms on T*TM are of the form 
(9) w i-> ci(/!,I2)Qi + • • • + c6(/i, I2)fi6 
where c i , . . . , c6 : R
2 —> R are arbitrary smooth functions. 
Proof. Consider first the first order natural operators. Then it suffices to find all 





The action of Gm on (J
1T*)0R
m is 
ZJi = S ( i J j , 
( 1 0 ) - ~*~ ^~k 
"ij = ai ajUk,l + %^fc 
and the action of the same group on (T*T) oRm is 
yi = a)y3, 
(11) i=ЦЧv 
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Next, the coordinate expression of a 1-form ft = ctidx1 + fady1 + ixdpi + 6xdqi on 
T*TM defines the coordinates (cti,pi,-y
i,6i) on the standard fibre (T*T*T)0R
m with 
the following action of the group Gm 




(12) & = «fo + «L3?7%. 
7* = aj-У, 
.i "xt ^.k-zim ? = a)P+altam7
ky 
Since uiyj are neither symmetric nor antisymmetric in i and j , it will be useful to 
introduce a new couple of coordinates by Sij = l(ui}j + Uj}i) and Rij = \(vitj-Ujti). 
i
i
Then Wij = S^ + Rij and Ŝ - are symmetric and Rij are antisymmetric in i and j . 
Using (10) we directly compute the transformation law of Sij and Rij on the kernel 
of the jet projection Gm -> Gm 
Sij = Sij + akjUk, 
itij = tiij. 
In what follows we will use the following auxiliary assertions. 
Lemma 1. Let f : ( J ^ o R " * © (T*T)0R
m -> Rm be an Gm-equivariant smooth 
mapping and let dimM > 2. Then it holds 
/ i = ^(9i2/i,^*2/')yi 
where tp : R2 -> R is an arbitrary smooth function. 
Proof of Lemma 1. We have to determine all Gm-equivariant maps of the form 
/* = fx(yx,Pi,qi,Ui,Ui}j). Replace Uij with Sij and Rij, so that 
/* = fx(yx,Pi,qi,Ui,Sij,Rij)> By the tensor evaluation theorem from [4] and using 
the fact that Rijylyj = 0 we obtain /* = (p(piyi,qiyi,uiy
i,Sijyxy:J)yx. Then the 
equivariance on the kernel Gm -> Gm yields 
<p(Piy\ Qiy\ "iy\ Sijy%yJ) = <p((pi + a&qkjftf, qiyx, Uiyx\ (S{j + a^u^y*). 
Put u = (1,0,...,0) andg = (0,l,0,...,0). Then 
v(Piy\ y\ y\ £;yV) = rtfa + aW)v\ y\ v\ (% + a ^ y ) . 
If a2j T«- 0 and a\j = 0, then we see that (p is independent of piyx. Analogously, a\j ^ 0 
proves the independence of (p on Sijyxyi and the proof of Lemma 1 is finished. 
Quite analogously we can prove 
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Lemma 2. Let f : (J1T*)0R
m © (T*T)0R
m -> Rm* be an Gm-equivariant smooth 
mapping and let dimM > 2. Then it holds 
fi = (fi(qiyi,^yi)qi + Mw1,^)^ + (P3(qiyi,^iyi)Rijyi 
where <pi> <p2, <p3 : R3 -> R are arbitrary smooth functions. 
Now we come back to the proof of Proposition 2. By Lemma 1, 7* = ^(h,h)yx. 
Similarly to the proof of Lemma 1 we deduce that Sx = S(h,h,ViV{',Sijyxy*)y\ By 
equivariances on the kernel of the jet projection Gm -> Gm we have S
x = S(h,h)yi 
and also j(h,h) = 0. Consider now # = Pi(yx,Pi,qi,Ui,Uij). Since 7* = 0, then 
the transformation law of Pi is of the tensorial character Pi = a\Pj. By Lemma 
2, Pi = Pi(h,h)qi + Pi(h,h)ui + Pz(h,h)Rijyj. Further, assume <*i in the form 
cti = kiPi + k2Sijy
j + OLi(yx,pi,qi,Ui,Uij) with undetermined kuk2 € R. Using 
equivariance we prove that P$ = 0, P2 = &2 and S = &i—/?i. Then the full equivariance 
together with Lemma 2 reads 5i = fcatfi+^i+fcs-ftijSr7. Up till now we have deduced 
7* = 0, 4* = (Pi-kx)y
x\ Pi = ftft+fowi andai = fciPi+^Sij^+^^i+^Wi+^-^ii^ 
which can be rewritten in the form 
, l i lX «* = /Ji»'-*i»', 
(14) _ 
Pi = Pi ft + «2^i + fe^i, 
«i = hpi + k2Uijy
j + k3Uj}iy
j + £4^ + fc5a;i. 
This is nothing else but the coordinate form of (9). 
By [4], every natural operator in question has a finite order. Now we show that 
the second order natural operators are reduced to the first order ones (the proof 
for natural operators of the order r > 2 is quite similar). The second order natural 




It suffices to prove that all such maps are independent of Ui j * . The transformation 
law of Uijk is 
uitjk = aiaj akutimn + aikaj uttm + a^u^m + a{jak ut^m + aijkut. 
Put Sijk = l&ijk + Vjsk+Ukti), Rijk = Kvijk-Ujjk) andTijk = ^i,jk-^ktij). 
Then u^jk = SV/fc + Rijk + T^k, S^k are symmetric in all indices and on the kernel 
of the jet projection Gm -• Gm we have S^k = S^k + Sj^o;*, Rijk = Rijk and 
T^k = T^k. In the case of the second order natural operators the map / from 
Lemma 1 should be replaced with / : (J2T*)0R
m 0 (T*T)0R
m -> Rm, so that we 
have additional coordinates Uijk- Now we show that the function (p from Lemma 
1 does not depend on ui%jk- First, replace Uijk with Sijk, Rijk and Tijk. Since 
S^k are symmetric in all indices, the equivariance on the kernel of the jet projection 
Gm -> Gm yields that /* are independent of Sijk. Moreover, since Rijky
xyjyk = 0 
and Tijkylyiyk = 0, the tensor evaluation theorem leads to the same form of /* as 
in the case of the first order operators. The proof that the map / from Lemma 2 is 
independent of Uijk is quite similar. This completes the proof of Proposition 2. D 
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Corollary 1. All natural operators T* ~> T*(T*T) are linear. 
In what follows we will use the concept of a natural 1-form in the sense of the 
following definition. 
Definition 1. A natural 1-form on T*T is a system of 1-forms QM : T*TM -> 
T*T*TM for every m-manifold M satisfying T*T*Tfo£lM = SlNoT*Tf for all local 
diffeomorphisms / : M —> N. 
Definition 2. A natural operator A : T* •** T*F is called absolute, if AM^M = 
AMOM for every UM ' M -> T*M, where OM means the zero section. 
In this way natural 1-forms on T*TM are exactly the values of absolute natural 
operators T* ~> T*(T*T). 
Corollary 2. All natural 1-forms on T*TM are of the form 
(15) cif/Ofti + ca(/i)n4 + c3(/i)n6 
where the 1-forms Cli, Q4 and £1$ were defined above and C1-C2-C3 : R —> R are 
arbitrary smooth functions of the invariant (3). 
Remark 2. It is well-known that if F is a Weil bundle, then all natural operators 
T -v* TF transforming vector fields on M into vector fields on FM can be constructed 
from the complete lift T by applying all natural transformations TF -> TF over 
the identity of F, [4]. The complete lift T of a vector field is defined as its flow 
prolongation. We have proved in [1] that the same holds also for the bundle F = 
T T , which does not preserve products. The 1-form n3 = Widy1 + Wijjyidx
tc&n 
be also considered as a 1-form on TM and is sometimes called the complete lift of 
v = Uidx1 to TM. Using pull-back with respect to the projection T*TM -> TM% 
we can consider n3 as the complete lift of w to T*TM. In this situation we can 
pose a question what would we obtain after applying all natural transformations 
T*(T*T) -> T*(T*T) over the identity of T*T to the complete lift of a; to T*T. Using 
all natural transformations TTT* -> TT*T from [1] we easily determine the following 
equations of all natural transformations T*T*T -> T*T*T over the identity of T*T: 
en = Dcti + Gpi + Hpi + KPi + Lqu & = Dfc + Gqu 7« = D7'- & = D5
x-Hyx + K^. 
Applying this to the complete lift n3, we obtain all 1-forms from the list (9), except 
n2 = Uidy
x + Uijyxdxj. Notice that the 1-form 0,2 is the only nonabsolute closed 
1-form on T*TM. 
Remark 3. The problem of finding all natural operators transforming 1-forms to the 
bundles TT* and T*T* can be reduced to Proposition 2. This is a simple consequence 
of well-known natural equivalences s : TT* -> T*T and t: TT* -> T*T*, [4]. Denot-
ing by (xx\ Ui,sx = dx\ U = dui) the coordinates on TT*M and by (x\ v», aidxx+bxdvi) 
the coordinates on T*T*M, the equations of s are (yx = s\pi = U,qi = Ui) and the 
equations of t are (vi = Ui,ai = ti,bx = -sx). 
Remark 4- Let F be a natural bundle and let {A i , . . . ,AP} be a basis of the vec-
tor space of all linear natural operators T* ~» T*F. Using the pull-back with re-
spect to T*FM -> FM, we can consider {A i , . . . ,Ap} as a set of linear natural 
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operators T* ~* T*(T*F) transforming 1-forms on M into 1-forms on T*FM. Fur-
ther, let {Hi,..., Bq} be a basis of the vector space of all absolute natural operators 
T* ~> T*(T*F). Then S := {Au..., Ap, Bu..., Bq} is certain set of linear natural 
operators transforming 1-forms to the bundle T*F. In particular, if F = T, then all 
natural operators T* •** T*(T*T) are linear and the basis of all such linear operators 
is exactly the set S constructed above. Obviously, the 1-forms f̂ , ft3 and XI5 can be 
easily defined also on the tangent bundle (cf. [5] and [8]), so that Ai = H2, A2 = 0 3 
and A3 = ft5. By Corollary 2, Bi = fli, i?2 = £-U and H3 = CIQ. In this notation 
we do not distinguish between the operator and its value. It is our belief that such 
a construction of linear natural operators T* ~> T*(T*F) has a general character 
and can be used for other natural bundles F. But this does not work for all natural 
bundles, the cotangent bundle F = T* being the simplest example. In this case all 
linear natural operators A{ : T* ~* T*T* are zero order only, so that the set S does 
not describe all natural operators of this type. 
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